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SATCOM as a Service

The New Model for Delivering Value to Government Customers

Mobile centric strategyembraced model
We live in a service-based universe. In our personal lives, for example, we rely upon dog walkers,

Through Global Xpress SATCOM as a

financial planners, dry cleaners and a variety of other “pay as you need” offerings. For modern

Service, users leverage COMSATCOM for

enterprises, a wide range of cloud services are made available to users on demand, providing

core functions, while augmenting military

easy, scalable access to applications, resources and services, to enable organizations to focus

MILSATCOM to address any remaining gaps

upon their core strengths and missions.

for ideal redundancy, diversity, protection,
scalability and global portability – the

This cloud computing trend is prevalent in

This is the model that Inmarsat’s mobile-centric

the U.S. government, with highly mobile users

strategy embraces, unique in the market. That is

demanding high operational tempo and

why Global Xpress was designed as a seamless,

mission readiness as a top priority. In light of

affordable wideband service. It is purpose-built

budgetary pressures and the push to lower the

for government users who require worldwide

total cost of ownership (TCO) of information

mobility delivered through a single subscription.

technology throughout government, a

Unlike any other providers’ commercial

managed services model specifically to fulfill

SATCOM (COMSATCOM) capabilities, Global

federal satellite requirements: SATCOM as a

Xpress is an end-to-end robust network owned

Service is the path forward. A readily available

and managed by Inmarsat, consisting of four

alternative to address government users’ most

satellites, with a fifth satellite on order, robust

essential challenges, SATCOM as a Service is

ground infrastructure and Inmarsat type

an end-to-end fully integrated capability that

approved terminals compatible with military

brings mobile, high-throughput connectivity

satellite communications (MILSATCOM).

teleconferencing.

Importantly, Inmarsat continues to invest ahead

To elaborate upon these and other advantages,

the way users seek it: easily, affordably and
operationally available – anytime, anywhere.
With no infrastructure charges, contracting
actions or research and development (R&D)
investment on their part, users travel from one
location to another and simply “plug in” to get
the global connectivity they need, when they
need it.

of needs with technology advancements,
capabilities and encryption. This arrives without
any capital investment from our customers
and enables the desired flexibility, security and
cost-efficiency that allows government users
to augment their MILSATCOM systems when
needed, without any upfront commitment.

ultimate resilience approach. This frees up
military members from the administration
of disparate networks, pre-planning of
bandwidth availability, satellite link budgets
and frequency coordination, and allows them
to focus on mission-critical operations,
while establishing optimal flexibility: with
solid service level agreements (SLA) and
committed information rates (CIR), users
get what they ask for, and the quality of the
acquired service is assured, enabling highspeed Internet, live full motion video or video

here are specific value-added qualities, which
directly benefit federal customers when they use
Inmarsat’s Global Xpress SATCOM as a Service:

Land use case:
First responders swiftly head to
the scene of a deadly catastrophe.
Once there, they are able to set up
a Global Xpress terminal quickly
and easily, without prior extensive
training and establish connectivity
in minutes. This happens without
the need to coordinate capacity
in advance, as well as setting up,
troubleshooting and configuring
the service to enable public safety,
medical and other emergency
response teams to rapidly and
reliably fulfill their mission.

SATCOM as a Service
Efficiency. Availability. Affordability.

No new
satellites
to buy

No new
teleports
to build

No new control
centers to staff

No new
networks to
maintain

Pay only
for what
you need

Benefits
Assured worldwide connectivity
From geopolitical threats to natural disasters
– events emerge swiftly and unexpectedly,
anywhere around the globe. This eventdriven reality provides an even more insistent
imperative that government and military
users must stand ready to deploy “anytime,

Missions thrive through CIRs with 99.5 percent

minimal operator interaction. Global Xpress

availability. When there are demand surges,

automation drives this simplicity: the Global

Global Xpress directs its spot steerable beams

Xpress network links the terminal’s unique ID

to provide additional capacity. And when Global

with the services defined for the terminal and

Xpress is complemented by Inmarsat L-band

sets up all parameters automatically. This

services in a hybrid format, users benefit from

level of simplicity is of particular importance

even greater resilience and frequency diversity.

to land expeditionary users: easily assemble

anywhere.” These users must have access to

Traditional commercial subscription models of

robust and secure SATCOM wherever they

“up to” data rates are not effective, and rarely,

operate, over land, at sea or in the air, at a

if ever, delivered. Buying multiple regions of

moment’s notice.

MHz (often redundant for coverage flexibility),

However, modern world events have
produced exponentially greater demands on
operators in the field, turning the very simple
concept of connectivity into a complex
and challenging task. SATCOM is rarely the
purpose of the mission, but a poorly designed
connectivity solution will easily make it feel
like that is the case.

along with separate ground infrastructure is
inefficient and not cost effective. Inmarsat
customers reap the rewards of a nextgeneration network designed for reliable

the terminal, quickly position it to acquire the
satellite signal, and turn it on to connect, no
matter where in the world you are located. No
more need for significant design, engineering
and time to integrate terminals, modems,
satellites and commercial teleports into a
user experience that is familiar to legacy fixed
SATCOM users.

worldwide connectivity that meets today’s

Inmarsat’s terminal type approval process

needs and those well into the future.

removes the control version/configuration

Simple setup and configuration

management and certification burden, so
terminals operate efficiently and according

Only a Global Xpress terminal and standard

to specifications. Furthermore, over-the-

None of these issues exists for customers using

monthly subscription are needed to connect

air, continuous updates to the system and

Global Xpress SATCOM as a Service. Users

anywhere in the world at any time. From the

terminals are part of the managed service,

benefit from a uniform worldwide seamless

moment the transit case is opened, connectivity

without any additional intervention or cost to

spot beam architecture for maximum mobility.

is established in under seven minutes with

the user.

Ease-of-use
Unlike legacy fixed SATCOM that requires

Inmarsat has full flexibility to manage and

significant design, engineering and time to

reallocate beams for optimization of global

integrate terminals, modems, satellites and

and mobile network coverage. A holistic

commercial teleports into a user experience,

global ground network design with a robust

Inmarsat’s Global Xpress network utilizes

Satellite Access Station (SAS) segment

a unified iDirect modem technology and

meets safety-of-life and mission assurance

compatible radio frequency (RF) components,

needs, while making possible high network

which enable one-touch calibration for

availability as demanded by government

Inmarsat-type approved terminals.

users. By locating hot-standby SASs in

Subsequently, Global Xpress wideband users
experience an operation that resembles a

the feeder link footprint, user links can be
automatically and transparently handed over
in seconds, strengthening resilience against

with constant feature upgrades. This includes

unpredictable hot-spot events.

development of terminals in both commercial

operators who do not need to file satellite

The unique combination of the diverse bands

and military form factors that leverage the

and gateway access requests; more mission

– the offset coverage of the Inmarsat-4 and

success for combatant commanders, who

Global Xpress systems – and the ongoing

benefit from the ease of operation of their

investment into innovation and future

hardware; and less operator interaction for

constellations, mean that the Inmarsat

field service reps, resulting in less opportunity

network is far more resilient at the user

for operator-introduced failures. All this equals

end with resilience against performance

minimized troubleshooting and administration

degradations due to weather-reduced

work, with end users who benefit from the

sensitivity to look-angle blockage; network

reliable, consistent access to command and

continuity during satellite-to-satellite

control, email, video teleconferencing and the

handovers; and terminal equipment

morale, welfare and recreation (MWR) network.

redundancy. This boosts the effectiveness,

Broadband Global Area Network’s (BGAN)
familiar ease of use. This means less work for

From a user’s perspective, Global Xpress
SATCOM as a Service establishes a mobile
wideband experience that is no different from
moving around the world with a latest version of

flexibility and redundancy of MILSATCOM

best technology that the commercial industry
has to offer. Once Inmarsat implements and
tests these new technological improvements,
users simply connect and realize the enhanced
operational benefits without capital expense
on their part. Take the Government-MODMAN
(G-MODMAN) innovation as an example.
G-MODMAN is a next-generation capability
via Global Xpress. A highly adaptable wideband
solution, built with in multiple form factors with
specific government requirements across
multiple aviation platforms in mind that

systems for dynamic and global missions.

seamlessly integrates with existing antenna

Industry-leading R&D – for free

aircraft and antenna integrators access to the

control systems and provides government

When federal agencies build and oversee

globally available Global Xpress network.

their own satellite networks, they make large

Beyond this, agencies are always evaluating

investments and long-term contractual

end-of-life projections for systems and

commitments for the hubs, modems and other

equipment, which result in the devotion of

infrastructure that they purchase. When new

significant time and energy to researching the

versions come out, they require major contract

market for replacements. Inmarsat’s customers

revisions, which often involve unplanned costs

avoid such onerous efforts because we keep our

for infrastructure, software and even hardware.

systems modern and our equipment current,

services, Inmarsat ensures on-orbit and

With Global Xpress SATCOM as a Service,

and they access the latest technology.

ground station redundancy with a Ka/L-band

Inmarsat takes care of the latest technology

And all of this arrives without capital investment

hybrid solution for even greater resilience

updates, making them available on the go.

from our customers. With no capital outlays

and frequency diversity.

This covers the addition of new satellites,

on their part via their SATCOM as a Service

ground stations and secure enclaves, along

subscription, they enjoy “always on” innovation.

a cell phone, without stopping to worry about
turning on roaming or global access plans,
where the cell phone towers are, who installed
them and who wired everything together.

A new standard of resilience
While other companies have yet to reach
outside of single-region consumer SATCOM

Aviation use case:
A government aero platform
benefits from Global Xpress
SATCOM as a Service’s seamless,
worldwide coverage, as it moves
beam to beam and satellite to
satellite with uniform coverage
and consistent performance. The
terminal’s global plan enables
access to the Global Xpress
network worldwide without the
need to pre-coordinate and receive
satellite-specific option files.

Robust terminal type approval

staff capable of managing intricate operating

Inmarsat requires all of its terminal

Affordable always-on
global access

manufacturers to go through a rigorous

When agencies operate their own network, they

design and acceptance testing process to

house the expertise and invest in ongoing staff

usually lease bandwidth to cover any potential

ensure the highest standards of quality and

development, it frees up military resources from

operating region. Purchasing multiple regions of

performance of the Global Xpress system.

administering disparate networks, a significant

MHz (often redundant for coverage flexibility)

The Inmarsat type-approval process follows

bottom-line saving.

in addition to separate and inefficiently used

the Global VSAT Forum’s Mutual Recognition

ground infrastructure leads to an expensive,

of Performance Measurement Guidelines and

often frustrating guessing game, in which a

Procedures for Satellite System Operator

network planner attempts to forecast where

Type Approvals. It is analogous to the WGS

and when coverage will be sought. Inevitably,

ARSTRAT terminal testing and certification

they end up over-leasing bandwidth in certain

process and includes the design, production

regions (paying for bandwidth they do not use)

and operation of its terminals.

and under-leasing it in others, which means

Manufacturers undergo a standard series of

their users do not have adequate connectivity

Global Xpress SATCOM as a Service stands

design validation, verification and type approval

to perform data-intensive missions.

as the culmination of Inmarsat’s decades of

steps so their terminals operate flawlessly within

In contrast, Global Xpress SATCOM as a

the Inmarsat network architecture. This includes

Service delivers guaranteed data rates to

security and authentication mechanisms,

satisfy mission needs at a moment’s notice,

terminal configuration and control, operating

worldwide. In other words, there are no more

protocols, as well as the fulfilment of regulatory

guessing games or over-leasing and under-

requirements.

leasing. This frees up military members from

A broad selection of compact and affordable

administering disparate networks, allowing

Inmarsat type-approved terminals are available

them to focus on critical operations, while

in mobile, portable and fixed formats. They are

maintaining full mission effectiveness through

available from industry-leading manufacturers

guaranteed service levels.

in both commercial and military form factors

Elimination of training costs

that support a diverse set of applications,

systems. However, Global Xpress SATCOM as a
Service is an always-on capability. Because we

Ever since it was founded in 1979, Inmarsat
has tirelessly and effectively served the
requirements of government users – always
building solutions with government users
in mind. Through understanding first-hand
their missions, challenges and ultimate goals,
Inmarsat has earned their trust.

experience and dedication. As the government
seeks to adopt an enterprise-level, integrated
SATCOM architecture, the SATCOM as a Service
model makes it easy for agencies to offload
the burden of SATCOM design, construction
and oversight. Inmarsat develops its systems
end-to-end with the federal customer in mind,
complementing military satellite resources
cost-effectively with worldwide connectivity
that is completely secure, reliable, resilient and
always on – so our customers can focus fully on
their mission success.

platforms and environments to include land,

Maintaining and operating a satellite system

Join the thousands of government users

maritime, and aero.

demands significant personnel resources

who use Inmarsat for effortless connectivity.

and can get complicated: the technologies

Contact us or find out more details about our

require extensive subject matter expertise and

services here.

24/7 network operation centers, with trained

Maritime use case:
A marine expeditionary unit utilizes
Global Xpress SATCOM as a Service
while operating on a ship. Once they
embark, they seamlessly access the
same network using their landmobile terminal without the need
to train or coordinate access with
another service/capability.

Always-On Network Enables Rapid
Global Xpress managed service allows for reliable, worldwide and easy-to-use access to
wideband capability. Government users can operate in the most geographically challenging
environments and the Global Xpress “always on” network allows them to get the connectivity
they need, when and where they need it. With guaranteed SLAs and CIRs, the quality of the
acquired service is assured.

9 Redundant SASs
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“Inmarsat’s Global Xpress satellites were designed with maximum
coverage in mind for mobility and defense markets and …
have incorporated steerable beams on its system in order to quickly
respond to heavily event-driven military demand.”
Euroconsult, High Throughput Satellite: Vertical Market Analysis & Forecast

About Inmarsat Government
The U.S. government has relied on and trusted Inmarsat satellite services since 1979. Inmarsat
Government continues to deliver the world’s most advanced global, mobile satellite communication
services to U.S. defense, intelligence, homeland security, public safety and civilian agencies, with
highly reliable, secure and affordable connectivity. Built with government users in mind, Inmarsat
Government provides resilient, flexible capabilities to augment government satellite resources,
anytime, anywhere. Leveraging an industry-leading scalable multiband network infrastructure,
Inmarsat Government offers a suite of managed network services and end-to-end communication
solutions to support users on land, at sea and in the air, even in the world’s most remote regions.
Headquartered in Reston, VA, Inmarsat Government is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Inmarsat plc.
For more information, please visit inmarsatgov.com.
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